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Table A

Original  Total
Budgeted Cost Actual Cost

Final Cost Variance
Over/(Under)

Division 3 — Concrete
3300 Concrete materials
3310 Foundation concrete
3320 Prepare slabs on grade
3340 Concreting walls

Total

$ 250,000 $ 270,000 $ 20,000
550,000 480,000 (70,000)
400,000 480,000 80,000
200,000 190,000

$1,400,000
(10,000)

$1,420,000 $ 20,000

Table B

Original  Revised Total Final Cost Variance
Budgeted Cost Budgeted Cost* Actual Cost Over/(Under)

Division 3 — Concrete $ 250,000 $ 260,000 $ 270,000 $ 10,000
3300 Concrete materials 550,000 475,000 480,000 5,000
3310 Foundation concrete 400,000 380,000 480,000 100,000
3320 Prepare slabs on grade 200,000 200,000 190,000  (10,000)
3340 Concreting walls $1,400,000 $1,315,000 $1,420,000 $105,000

Total

*Includes revisions for change orders.

F or many contractors, change
orders are growing in both number
and dollar amount.

If your system for controlling
change order costs is consistent with
the accounting for the original esti-
mated contract cost, you’ll have
more success in collecting for change
order costs and any profit from the
changes.

Playing Defective
Contract changes are often elu-

sive, and catching them sometimes
takes the detect ive sk i l l s  o f  a
Sherlock Holmes. Answer these
questions:

q Are your personnel informed of
the scope, terms and conditions of
contracts?
q When a project owner doesn’t
formally request a change, do your

project personnel recognize work
outside the scope of the original
contract?
q Do you help your field personnel
identify change orders?

Establish an aggressive policy to
stayalert to order changes, and train
your project managers to actively
pursue changes.

Learn from the past. One way to
improve your ability to catch change
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orders is to review previous jobs
and determine what you didn’t get
paid for but were entitled to. Up-
grade your systems and train your
personnel accordingly.

One
suggestion

is to
set up

a separate
cost code

or subcode
for

changes
so all costs

related
to a

change
are

identifiable.

Order changes that slip by unno-
ticed are often the result of one or
more of the following:

q Informal oral instructions given
to field personnel unfamiliar with
the project.
q Drawing revisions and clarifica-
tions that appear to be insignificant
but that change scheduling and IV-
source requirements from what was

originally bid.
q Pre-job meetings in which the
scope of the project is changed or
clarified but not capitalized on.

To solve these problems, include
in your daily field reports a section
that  prompts  ident i f ica t ion o f
changes. This section should be com-
pleted twice during each workshift.
Have the owner or the owner’s rep-
resentative sign off on the daily log.

Monitoring Costs
When setting up your systems

for monitoring change orders, aim
for consistency with the accounting
for the original contract cost.

One suggestion is to set up a
separate cost code or subcode for
changes so all costs related to a
change are identifiable.

Accumulate costs by category,
including labor, material, subcon-
tracts, equipment, overhead and
profit. Break down both the esti-
mated cost to complete and the ac-
tual cost incurred by division, phase,
and work item. Monitoring costs
this way gives you a separate ac-
counting within the job to accu-
rately bill the owner for the work
performed and to determine addi-
tional profit for the change.

As change orders evolve, use one
of the following three approaches
to track and monitor estimated and
actual costs.

1. Include the change order as a
separate division using a special
cost code. For example, instead of
including the cost of a change for
site-work under the site-work divi-
sion, set up one division for all
change orders that’s outside any of
the divisions typically used in your
business. Under CSI coding, change
orders are division 17.

2. Set up a new cost code for each
change order under the division in
which the work will be performed,
such as concrete masonry, but don’t
detail the change any further.

3. Include the change under the
division of work to be performed
and, further, the cost code for the
phase.
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The approach you use depends
on the level of detail you need, the
significance of dollar value of the
change, and the capability and flex-
ibility of your job-costing and esti-
mating software. The third ap-
proach is the most detailed and re-
quires the most effort, but it also
provides the most data to support
the cost that’s incurred and ulti-
mately billed to the owner.

Looking At the Budget
Revis ing the job budget  for

changes from inception to comple-
tion allows you to:

q Identify cost overruns,
q Identify areas that weren’t prop-
erly estimated
q know the cost variance on the
job, and
q bill the job properly.

As you can see from the examples
(a job with a number of deductive change
orders), if you don’t modify your
budgets and estimates for changes,
you can’t pinpoint cost overruns on
the job.

Analyse the job
continually

to identify the
status of various
phase items and

make adjustments
as needed.

The revised cost budgets include
the following:
a. Change orders approved.
b. Change order proposals.
c. Internal adjustments resulting
from the company’s decision to sub-
contract some work which resulted
in a reduction to the budget.
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d. Internal changes caused by er-
rors in the original estimate.

Except for the revised budget
column and the changes to the vari-
ance column, the tables are identi-
cal. Table A shows that the overall
concrete work was completed only
1.4% over budget. But when you
revise the budget for both internal
and external changes and compare
the actual costs, you see an 8% over-
run that may absorb the profit origi-
nally built into the job.

As you continue to compare the
details of the two tables, you see
that the foundation work initially
seemed to be very profitable. But,
after revising the budget for changes,
the job actually incurred a small
loss.

In the Final Analysis
Our example uses a job that was

100% complete. However you can
analyze a job continually to identify
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the status of various phase items
and adjust personnel or construc-
tion methods as needed. Waiting
until the end to adjust budgets for
changes may leave you no time to
act.

Also, analyze the job upon
completion as a benchmark for
evaluating the performance of
project managers and superinten-
dents. You can also identify changes
that should have resulted in change
orders. In addition, the detailed re-
view gives estimators feedback that
helps them adjust future estimates
and supports an estimator’s ability
to estimate jobs accurately.

Answer These Questions:

q Do your personnel identify all
the changes you’re entitled to?
q Are internal and external changes
immediately incorporated into job
budgets?
q When did you last review your
system of change order controls?

If your work pace is slow, now
may be the time to take a hard look
at your system and get it in to shape.
If you feel your system works well,
look at it anyway. You’ll probably
find room for improvement, and
any improvement is likely to in-
crease your profitability.

This article is reprinted from
The Contractor, a newsletter pub-
lished by Aronson, Fetridge,
Weigle & Schimel, a profes-
sional corporation providing a
full range of management, tax,
computer and accounting ser-
vices to small- and medium-
sized businesses in the construc-
tion and real estate industries.
The author, Abba J. Blum, CPA,
is a manager for the firm in the
audit and accounting depart-
ment. q
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